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AGM time
It's the only 'meet' left at present !
You can attend the
Annual General Meeting from the comfort of your own home
on Zoom on Tuesday (26th January) at 8pm. Details are given
at the end of the Newsletter.
Jan has even suggested a
couple of useful links for those, like me, who aren't familiar
with Zoom and need some help to get started.
Please also see the helpful email 'Preparation for the AGM by
Zoom' which Jan circulated on the 15th January.
Just weeks after the USA elected a new President the SMC
will also be having an important election. We will be electing
a new Chairman at the AGM as Roger Skews is standing down from the role this year.
Voting for Photo Competition
This normally takes place on the AGM night but not this year. The shortlisted photos
are on the club website and Facebook. Votes are to be emailed to Gareth by 6pm on
Monday the 25th January, the day before the AGM. Looking at the shortlists and Covid
notwithstanding, the standard looks as good as ever. The winners will be announced at
the AGM.
Winter Ascent of K2 achieved
Amidst the inevitable Covid and American Presidential coverage of late it was a
surprise to see a mountaineering story make headlines on the front page of the Sunday
papers last week. In a triumph for Nepal a former Gurkha has led a team of Nepalese
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Sherpas to achieve one of the last great
mountaineering
challenges – a winter
ascent of the World's second highest peak,
K2. Previously a support act to others the
Sherpas have justly claimed an outstanding
achievement of their own.
Thanks as always to all this month's
contributors
Graham Daly, Editor`

Cover photo:
Katherine Smith, Hilary Clarke, and Louise
Dermot pass by the Devil's Chair on the
Stiperstones ridge during the Christmas local
walk, 20th December 2020.
Photo : Dave Jakeman.
For meet report see page 8.

Deadline for the next newsletter is 10th March 2021. Any photographs should be a
separate JPEG.
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The difference a virus makes . . . . .
New Year's Day pre Covid

This was the 1st January 2019 as the club marked the start of it's 60th anniversary year with a
group photo at Pole Bank, the highest point on the Long Mynd, 1,693ft (516m) above sea level.

New Year's Day during Covid

1st January 2021 and members pose for the camera on the summit of Earl's Hill near Pontesbury. If there
are any Covid marshalls out there it all looks 'one metre plus' if not two metres to me and anyway we had
to get everyone in the picture ! Ed.
Photo: Dave Jakeman
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6th December 2020
The Bog
This was the period between lockdowns two and three. Wales was nevertheless out of
bounds and the previously advertised meet co-ordinator was unavailable.
However Mike Blakemore agreed to step in. He proposed to guide us on a circular
route from the The Bog Car Park near Shelve. This is familiar to members as a starting
point for Tuesday night walks only. A longer daytime trek from here was a chance to
explore the surrounding area to a greater degree.
The turnout fleetingly seemed greater than was the case. It transpired that some of the
cars arriving and rucsacs being taken out of boots belonged to an outdoor group from
Cheshire. Likewise banned from Wales they had probably being poring over
borderland maps identifying new routes and carparks that ticked the 'England only'
box.
Confusion eradicated, an eight strong SMC group eventually departed in overcast but
dry conditions. Along for the hike were Mike B, Jan, Graham Baldry and Katherine
Smith, Hilary Clarke, Ruth Turner, Alenka and Graham Daly.
We headed south and ended up on the Shropshire Way over Linley Hill past the
decaying Linley Beeches. A bit of country lane walking then ensued, skirting the Linley
Estate until we went off-road again and climbed Black Rhadley Hill. Here we had a
break (see picture below left). On my first acquaintance with this hill in the early zeros
it was merely a check point in the dark on the Long Mynd hike. It was much more
pleasureable to take in the panorama from the top in daylight with a sandwich.

Top of Black Radley. Mike has the energy to remain standing The Editor at the south end of the
Nipstone ridge.
Photo: MB
while a couple of the others enjoy a sit down and a snack.
The return to The Bog included a sramble onto the Nipstone ridge (photo above right).
Thanks to Mike for a thoroughly enjoyable local walk. It was a more than adequate substitute
for the trip further afield originally mooted but prevented by returning Covid restrictions.
Editor
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Norway in the Nineties
with a little help from YouTube
A Scandinavian reminiscence, Part III - 'Snippets from Rogaland' by Tim Tindle
Rogaland was the county we lived in, stretching from the coast into the mountains.
Covering 9,377 sq km it is three times the size of Shropshire.
With a population of 475,000 it also has 50% more residents,
although as 250,000 live in the main urban area of greater
Stavanger there was a lot of wilderness to explore. In Part I
(July Newsletter) all of the locations were in Rogaland.
Here are some snippets about another 4 places we used to
enjoy visiting.
Gloppedalsura, (it took me years to learn how to say that) is
just above an old mountain inn 'Byrkjedalstunet' half way
from Stavanger to Sirdal.
It is a mountain scree in Gloppedalen. Huh, I hear
Location of Rogaland within
you say, Scree, but honestly this scree is the size of Norway (Arctic Norway not
houses! It overlooks a narrow road that comes up shown).Copyright Wikipedia
though it after a hemmed in passage between the cliff
on one side and a deep lake on the other. In 1940 during the invasion of
Norway,
250
Norwegian
soldiers used the scree as a
natural fortress and held back
two German battalions. One
Norwegian soldier lost his life
in the battle. Losses on the
German side are uncertain and
estimates vary between 12 and
44 troops.
The Norwegians
held the pass for many days as
Stuka
bombers
made
no
impact on the rocks and the
tanks could be picked off on Gloppedalsura scree (foreground) in Gloppedalen.
Scene of heroic military resistance in 1940.
the road. We used to take
visitors there – they were always impressed with the scree and the story. The
link below is taken by a drone flying over the area, and you’ll get the idea of
the size of it from the cars driving through.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Uz7y6J5b-w
continued
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Norway in the Nineties continued
Monefossen
The Den Norske Turistforening (DNT) https://english.dnt.no maintain 550 mountain
huts, 22,000km of marked foot trails and 7,000km of marked ski tracks across Norway.
One of our favourite routes into the network was via
Monefossen the tallest waterfall in Rogaland (it has a
92 metres fall). We used to drive so far and then
walk in and either stay in one of the DNT huts or
camp and make a weekend of it. Once when we got
back to the car after a four day trip there was a note
on the windscreen explaining that I had left the car
keys in the lock and they had put them on top of one
of wheels. Yes, crime was low!
Yet again I see that path have been have improved as
more people visit - here’s a link to a short movie of it
together with the walk beyond the waterfall up into
the hanging valley and the farm and hut
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=TeYpQW2SUZA
Viglesdalen
Further north if you took a 40 minute ferry ride from
Stavanger to Tau and headed north you can take a
fantastic walk from Nes into Viglesdalen along a
track that had been built by Swedish slusker
(ruffians!) – the equivalent of Irish navies, between
1907 & 1912. The “ruffians trail” was another great
way into the hinterland and the path followed a river
up a series of waterfalls and was often just on
polished rock slabs. With an average annual rainfall
of over 2.5 metres it never dries. Again you come out
into a hanging valley with hut and further on you get
the abandoned rocks from when the glacier melted, if
you go a bit higher again then it is just bare rock. This
short video takes you there.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7x4mewVgnWM
Hitler's Teeth
It was educational listening to my older colleagues
who could remember vividly the German occupation
of Norway when they were children, which leads me
to the final Rogaland reminiscence: The coast of
Rogaland on the North Sea which was mainly made Monefossen. With a height of 92m it
up of the long deserted beaches, where by September is the tallest waterfall in Rogaland.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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the sea had warmed up enough to swim. This area is a flat productive agricultural plain and
being concerned about it being invaded during the Nazi occupation the Germans used local
slave labour to fortify it with miles of rock & cement – this has been left as a memorial and is
known as Hitler's Teeth !
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXTk0a6HOeg

A memorable day and I must confess my favourite steak is reinsdyr when I can get it.
Tim Tindle

Quiz

A Rogaland beach at sunset
Under the law of unintended consequences Hitler inadvertently ensured that these fantastic
beaches and dunes have been left largely undeveloped which is great for the dune/wetland
environment and we used to enjoy long seaside walks.
Tim Tindle
(Photographs also by the author)
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20th December 2020
SMC Christmas local walk aka 'the Agatha Christie Walk'
by Mike Blakemore

This is normally quite a ‘shortish’ walk with more time spent in the pub quaffing winter warmer
ale and having a practice Christmas lunch than on the hill. However normal is in short supply at
the moment so a longer walk was planned taking in some of the paths we don’t frequent on our
Tuesday night walks. Not being tied to a pub gave licence to a different starting place, between
Bergham wood and Tankerville, at the panorama position overlooking the North Shropshire and
Cheshire plains. The weather was fine enough for reasonable views but unfortunately we didn’t
spy the herds of stampeding migrating Wilderbeast escaping the deadly spines of the West
Kirby Puffa fish.
Following the Covid19 instructions and route outline the route started in the direction of the
aforementioned plains but quickly went along the ridge of Buxton woods and then descending
to Stiperstones village. The ascent of the SW ridge of Green Hill was easily gained aided by use
of fixed ropes. Poor telecommunication reception resulted in incomplete and unintelligible
conversation “send three and four pence we are going to a dance* ” and 2 members of the 14
starters were never seen again abandoned within the hour. On gaining Green Hill it had been
hoped that the missing couple might be spied but alas no, nevertheless 3 members went in a
socially distanced search for them. I’m pleased to report they were located and the Five went on
an Adventure Almost Together, available in the new ladybird collection.

'The ascent of the SW ridge of Green Hill was easily gained aided by use of fixed ropes'.
Ann Yeeles in foreground.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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The 9 continued the traverse of Mytton Dingle headwall then dropped down into Crowsnest
and up the steep single track to the north finding Blakemoorgate barn a well ventilated lunch
venue. We continued along the ridge to Shepherd’s Rock where Jean took route-direct back to
the car park. The remaining 8 dropped down to Hollies Farm and then headed towards the all
ability trail but before reaching it exited North West on a track towards Cranberry Rock.

Stiperstones lookout. Three of the eight check for sightings of some of the original fourteen.

None reclaimed, the 'adhesive 8' head for the Devil's Chair.

Photos: Dave Jakeman

We than followed the ridge and returned to the start down through the steep Tankerville Hollow
with it’s delightful ‘hobbit house’ erected on Lord Tankerville’s old tennis court – why else
would there be that dimension of flat land. A retention rate of just over 50% was thought
acceptable in these unprecedented times and it resulted in more mince pies and mulled wine for
the adhesive 8.
* ’send reinforcements we are going to advance’
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Leventon Line – 30 years on
Part II by Rick Robson
Part I was in the November issue. We left Rick approximately half way to Barmouth on his trek
from Llangollen. This is the concluding part taking him to the coast – Ed.
The second morning found me watching the sunshine cascading down the eastern slope
of the hillside that I had to climb next; welcoming as the night had been chilly (and
would have been colder in a bivy bag). We were parked on the road between Lake
Vyrnwy and Bala in a fabulous spot. Shouldering my sac at 07.30, the destination was the
Trig point at Foel y Geifr; another fine relic from the Ordnance Survey team. That was
the easy start to the day; even though there was a fence line with old Boundary Stones
this was as hard as anything that I had traversed last night. Consequently my times did
not tally with the route card; this was important as I had left without breakfast; so I
finally emerged from this wasteland onto Bwlch y Groes; the saddle between Dinas
Mawddach and Bala Lake; where scrambled eggs on fresh bread washed down with
coffee was gratefully consumed.

Copywrite: www.gofar.org.uk
Then off onto a new moonscape across groughs and dykes where stilts are more use than
walking poles. I was to find that I had plotted the route wrongly on the map; which
resulted in unnecessary ascent and then debating which way would be best. Fortunately
I went with the most direct line up; but would chose differently next time! More minutes
lost by the time I had climbed up Foel Hafod- fynydd and dropped down to the grassy
ramp; above Creiglyn Dyfi which looked so inviting with the sunshine dappling upon its
surface; to proceed at a snail’s pace upwards towards the summit of Aran Fawddry.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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The cairn of flat stones was a long time coming, but eventually it was before me and
looked an inviting spot for a quick bite to eat and to admire the panorama. Looking back,
I could see the cars parked at Bwlch y Groes and beyond along the Berwyns’ ridgeline;
before getting too comfortable a text message to Jan and then descending the Boundary
fenceline into the boggy area above Cwm Cywrach. So many holiday makers coming up
that way – mostly ill prepared; reluctant children being cajoled with the promise of wine
gums at the top….Avoiding the worst of the wetlands, which were remarkable for the
20+ Swifts flying low over the watery hillside I soon found myself beside the lovely Trig
on Glascwm looking down on Llyn y Fign to the south. In bright sunshine a brisk pace
was maintained along the ridge and the Bwlch to Pen y Brynfforchog with a final pull
over Ochr y Bwlch in silence before dropping into the aural insult of the vehicles on the
A470 below. An eerie sound after so much silence and tranquillity.

'walking poles were grabbed, for the terrain
would be hard on tired legs'

Jan was in the layby, cupasoup in hand; I
followed her up the hillside, not wishing to
hang around this noisy place, as the map
reading was straightforward for this next
section the walking poles were grabbed, for
the terrain would be hard on tired legs.
Stunning views through the quarry cutting
at Cloddfa Gwanos across to Cader and the
setting sun; Waun-oer summitted at 19.40,
proceeded by Mynydd Ceiswyn before
turning R onto the Cambrian Trail and
descending along a very indistinct way
down to the layby on the A 487. There will
not be any early morning sun to warm us in
the morrow as the valley sides are too steep
here; its other disadvantage being the
reverberation of the traffic sounds as the
cars sped past. Fortunately, this began to
ease as bed called and sleep beckoned.

A gentle footpath started the day, on which Phil, Jan & I warmed up on, although the
night had not been as cold as the previous one. The conversations lessened as the hill
steepened until we were scrambling up the final rocks. Jan turned back whilst Phil & I
topped out into the sunshine on Mynydd Gwerngraig and onto Mynydd Moel; regaling
tales of The Spine race Phil kept my mind off the task in hand until suddenly; we were
there; a great way to summit Cader Idris. Bang on schedule; 10.00am; there was only a
handful of people who had arrived before us; so it was a peaceful panoramic scene. No
queuing to take Selfies as on Snowdon. What a staggering view that lay all around us,
the tide was out in the Mawddach leaving the golden sands and the outline of the bridge
beckoning. The Pony Path isn’t especially pleasant, but a stony descent; before heading
up the grassy slopes of Carnedd Lwrd along to Craig y-Llyn. Gazing at the purple
heather slopes surrounding Llyn Cyri was breathtaking.
continued
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Leventon Line – 30 years on - concluded
Descending the boundary of the forestry that was devoid of any birdsong led us to the
indistinct track up to our final checkpoint on Pen y Garn; a moss cladden Trig point
within a small stone wall. Access is not easy here, either to arrive or leave, but the
footpath down past Cyfanned fawr and through the quarries is delightful on properly
laid stone surfaced tracks through glades and woodland.
Dropping onto the road, it was a short leap to the station car park where Jan met us with
croissants, coffee and cake. A shuffle across the bridge and into the unreal world of
Barmouth on a Bank Holiday before halting at the Railway Station. Phil bought the ice
creams that we had been looking forward to for the last couple of hours whilst I made a
quick phone call to Charlie to congratulate him again on a great route; whilst confirming
that Yiannis’ “ directissima” was a great addition to the Leventon Line. Phil had to walk
back, whilst I pinched Jan’s bike and pedalled back to the van; time to face the traffic and
look forward to a shower. 3 days, 60 miles and a lot of bogs made this an urgent call
before bed and Sweet Dreams !

Phil and Rick (right) at journey's end in Barmouth
My thanks to Jan for her support, Phil for his company and Charlie for the idea.
Rick Robson
www.shrewsburymc.com
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1st January 2021
New Year's Day Meet
by Mike Blakemore
This was the meet we had not been required to change and it proceeded as per the
card, we even kept to the published start time of 11.00, which is a well-established SMC
tradition to cater for a lie-in following late night partying celebrating the dawn of the
New Year knowing not much partying was permitted. Following information on the
mandatory Risk Assessment 20 members left Snailbeach heading for the snow above
Resting Hill chimney and left squeaky footprints all the way to Blakemore’s Gate –
forgive the possessive spelling.

Leaving 'squeaky footprints all the way to Blakemore Gate'. Although lacking background mill
chimneys and terraced houses there is something 'Lowryesque' about this picture by Dave
Jakeman. The 'matchstalk men' and women are club members in the snow on New Year's
Day- Ed.
Photo: Dave Jakeman
Now downhill through the oldest holly trees in the Kingdom/Queendom, I hope this
later word doesn’t have any connotations that I’m unaware of and shouldn’t appear in
such a learned journal. John Howard who knows a thing or 3 about matters arboreal
provided some interesting factoids about the trees. Continuing down to Lordshill we
lost the snow but stopped to peer at the chapel that gave the hill its moniker and for
film buffs featured in Gone to Earth. A short sharp pull up took us almost to the top of
Eastridge hill which is some 100 feet higher than our next hill top, Earls Hill which was
gained after descending down the southern edge of Eastridge to Habberley.
continued
www.shrewsburymc.com
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New Year's Day Meet continued
Earls Hill was descended via the Craft to Nills Farm and then to the top of Pontesbury
Hill. From here it was a pleasant walk up above the quarry in Poles Coppice and straight
on into Eastridge to contour back around to Snailbeach. For the fun-fact aficionados
distance was 9.5 of traditional imperial units and of the 20 starters all were accounted for
at the end and we crept back before darkness.

Descending Earl's Hill

And again, with the forested Pontesford Hill in view this time

Photos: Dave Jakeman

It was a great start to the year 20 members enjoying each other’s socially distanced
company plus another 6 members meeting at Snailbeach in 2 separate groups and
enjoying their own routes. Unfortunately the unadulterated start was short lived and
we now have to hunker down for a while but we will all meet up again don’t know
when but the location will be hills and mountains near and far. But in the meanwhile it’s
great living in The Shire.
Mike Blakemore
www.shrewsburymc.com
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AGM Tuesday 26th January 2021
To be held in the comfort of your own home via ZOOM
8.00pm start
The following link will help those who are not so familiar with Zoom. Try checking it
out and practise BEFOREHAND
Getting Started – Zoom Help Center
As ever, it would be useful if you could have read the minutes from last year's meeting
and also the Agenda for this year.

AGENDA for 2021
•

Apologies

•

Minutes of the 2020 AGM

•

Matters arising

•

Chairman’s report (Roger Skews who is standing down from the role this year)

•

Treasurer’s report (Mike Blakemore)

•

Secretary’s report (Jan Campbell)

•

Election of officers and committee

•

Harry Gregory Trophy (to be announced by Phil Holden)

•

Photo competition 2020 – slide show of finalists and results ( Gareth Egarr)

•

AOB.

Subscriptions
As usual subs (£30) are due in January and should be paid by January 31st.
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Upcoming Meets / Events
Due to Lockdown 3 all meets are postponed for the time being. Tuesday
evenings and Sunday meets are likely to restart before any residential meets.
Tuesday January 26th AGM via Zoom
Sadly there will be no chip butties this year unless you make your own! For
those who are less confident with Zoom try the following link.
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362193-Joining-a-meeting
See also previous page

Another Virtual Tuesday Evening Not-Walking Programme
Hopefully this will be the last one ever !
•
•

The cryptic clues are for places where we meet on a Tuesday night.
The pub snacks are anagrams

Date
02/02/2021
09/02/2021
16/02/2021
23/02/2021
02/03/2021
09/03/2021
16/03/2021
23/03/2021
30/03/2021

Meeting Place
Has Gerald been knighted where
they inter Italian bridges?
You can’t withdraw cash from this
alimentary wall.
Where they load the boats by Fe
Span.
Where St. Oswald put a pony on a
mare?
The eel is back before the Badger
runs into an England football legend.
A place to stay supporting the
Admiral’s post.
You might have to wade through a
deep pile going up this.
Hostelry where you can rest with the
pigs for a handful of pebbles.
How did this sea creature end up on
the Welsh border?

Pub Snack
gcstoehcg (2 words)
stdupnaleseta (2 words)
cpnssoneiahrneceidos
(4 words)
aifcimsrpes (2 words)
sardsrendptyeauto
(3 words)
moxymaibb (2 words)
kgipeedclgs (2 words)
rdcseatainaslnivrgps
(4 words)
tcoiakgsphrrcns (2 words)

Compiled by Gareth Egarr
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